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Statutory interpretation and the role of the courts after Brexit
MARTIN BRENNCKE *

This article evaluates the impact of the European Union (Withdrawal) Act 2018 on statutory
interpretation and on the role of the courts in the United Kingdom. The Act’s new interpretative
obligations create a myriad of issues that will occupy litigants and courts in the future. I explain
how the complexities of the Act should be disentangled and how courts should exercise their
policy choices under the terms of the Act. I show that the assumption that Brexit is a clear
break from EU law is in several respects contradicted by the detail of the legislative scheme.
The EUWA’s strong theme of legal continuity has the consequence that domestic law will
remain considerably intertwined and aligned with EU law after exit day. I also demonstrate
that the 2018 Act adjusts the relationship between the courts and Parliament in a way that is
not foreseen. EU membership has shaped this relationship and Brexit does not mean that it is
profoundly restructured. The Act has the potential to strengthen rather than weaken the
institutional and constitutional position of the courts.
Keywords: European Union (Withdrawal) Act 2018; Brexit; Supreme Court; retained EU
law; judicial law-making; statutory interpretation; parliamentary sovereignty
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INTRODUCTION

As the United Kingdom is preparing to leave the European Union, the European Union
(Withdrawal) Act 2018 (EUWA) converts most of existing EU law into domestic law. 1 In this
process, the EUWA creates new interpretative obligations, which are riddled with ambiguity,
vagueness and gaps. One key contribution of this article is that I (a) propose how the Act’s
complexities should be disentangled and (b) provide a coherent set of solutions to multiple
unresolved interpretative issues that will occupy litigants and courts in the future. My main
argument is that the general purpose of the EUWA - to ensure continuity of the law applicable
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in the UK when it leaves the EU (legal continuity) - has a much further reach than is visible on
the surface of the Act. Analysing the EUWA through the lens of this general purpose leads not
only to a coherent set of solutions but also demonstrates that domestic law will remain
considerably intertwined and aligned with EU law after exit day. This generates a number of
surprising results, some of which can be aptly characterized as the ironies of Brexit. A second
key contribution of this article is that I evidence that the current constitutional relationship
between the courts and Parliament, which is shaped by courts’ powers to disapply Acts of
Parliament and the strong Marleasing 2 duty of interpretation, is not profoundly restructured
after Brexit. Rather, the Act’s theme of legal continuity goes deep into constitutional waters. It
strengthens current trends in UK constitutional law and transfers practical legislative power
from Parliament to the judiciary.
The article is structured as follows. After introducing the new body of ‘retained EU law’ created
by the EUWA in the next section, the third section unpacks the general purpose of the Act to
ensure legal continuity. The fourth section explores to what extent the EUWA achieves legal
continuity of statutory interpretation. It will be demonstrated that the Act domesticates EU
interpretative rules and principles, i.e. elements of EU legal culture, but falls short of
incorporating the CJEU’s teleological approach one-to-one. Section five shows that
Parliament’s decision to retain the principle of the supremacy of EU law creates legal
continuity for the duty of EU-conforming interpretation in relation to pre-exit domestic
legislation. Section six argues that the EUWA domesticates the powerful Marleasing
obligation, which will continue to link directly to EU law after exit day. Even though the
EUWA does not incorporate the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union, I
demonstrate in section seven how the Charter will remain highly significant for the
interpretation of retained fundamental rights after exit day. My argument in section eight is that
the EUWA (a) has the potential to extend judicial powers to re-interpret and alter the meaning
of legislation, (b) has the potential to intensify instead of reverse the shifting of power from the
legislature to the judiciary and (c) increases the courts’ institutional position as policy
innovators. The final section concludes.
2

RETAINED EU LAW

The EUWA creates a new body of law known as ‘retained EU law’ on exit day. Exit day was
originally defined as 29 March 2019 at 11 PM in the EUWA, but was later amended by
2
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statutory instrument twice. The current exit day is 31 October 2019 at 11.00 PM. 3 Since
different interpretative obligations attach to different kinds of retained EU law, it is important
to understand what exactly ‘retained EU law’ is. Retained EU law comprises the categories of
‘EU-derived domestic legislation’, ‘direct EU legislation’, retained EU law by virtue of s. 4
EUWA, ‘retained general principles of EU law’ and ‘retained case law’. 4 Section 2 EUWA
deals with the saving of EU-derived domestic legislation. The provision mainly preserves
domestic legislation made to implement EU obligations, which covers primary and delegated
legislation implementing EU directives. Sections 3 and 4 EUWA convert a large amount of
pre-exit 5 EU legislation into domestic law. ‘Direct EU legislation’ forms part of domestic law
on and after exit day (s. 3(1)). That means that the entire text of this EU legislation is placed
on the UK statute book. The category of retained direct EU legislation mostly covers EU
regulations. The purpose of s. 4 is to recognize and make available in domestic law after exit
day any remaining EU rights and obligations which do not fall within s. 2 and 3 of the Act. 6
For example, the provision converts directly effective rights contained within the EU Treaties. 7
Even if the EU right in question has no practical application or is considered inappropriate after
exit, the effect of s. 4 is to convert these rights wholesale into domestic law. 8 This illustrates
how the general purpose of the EUWA to ensure continuity of the law applicable in the UK
when it leaves the EU permeates the Act. ‘Retained general principles of EU law’ refer to the
general principles of EU law as recognized in pre-exit CJEU case law and so far as they relate
to retained EU legislation post-exit. 9 The EUWA retains the general principles of EU law only
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for the purposes of statutory interpretation; an individual cannot rely on rights drawn from
these principles to bring an action in domestic courts. 10
With regard to the interpretation of retained EU law, s. 6(3) EUWA stipulates that unmodified
retained EU law shall be construed and given effect in accordance with any relevant ‘retained
case law’. The EUWA divides retained case law into two parts. First, unmodified retained EU
law that was interpreted by a domestic court before exit day (‘retained domestic case law’) has
to be construed in the same way after exit. This is subject to the rules of precedent, e.g. the
Supreme Court would not be bound by a pre-exit decision of the Court of Appeal interpreting
an EU regulation. 11 Second, retained case law includes pre-exit CJEU judgments that postexit 12 relate to retained EU law (‘retained EU case law’). 13 The practical effect of section 6 is
that it confers the same binding (precedent) status as Supreme Court decisions on pre-exit
CJEU judgments, 14 unless and until the Supreme Court has departed from such a judgment.
For courts other than the Supreme Court and the High Court of Justiciary, 15 this mirrors the
pre-exit situation under s. 3 of the European Communities Act 1972 (ECA). Even though all
domestic courts may have regard to post-exit CJEU judgments when construing retained EU
law, 16 domestic courts other than the Supreme Court and the High Court of Justiciary (except
where there is a further appeal to the Supreme Court) cannot rely on post-exit CJEU case law
in order to depart from existing retained EU case law. 17 That means that the binding effect of
the latter case law continues even if the CJEU departs from its own case law after exit day.
This is an intended effect of s. 6, which achieves legal continuity and certainty.
3

LEGAL CONTINUITY

The EUWA and its explanatory notes do not explicitly use the term ‘legal continuity’. The term
does not mean that the EUWA intends to achieve compatibility or homogeneity with post-exit
EU law. Section 6(1) clearly says that judgments given by EU courts on or after exit day do
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not bind domestic courts. 18 Instead, the EUWA takes a ‘snapshot’ of EU law on exit day. The
same law shall apply before and after exit day in order to provide legal certainty. 19 Legal
continuity therefore refers to the general purpose of the EUWA to ensure continuity of ‘the
law’ applicable in the UK when it leaves the EU. This wide definition of legal continuity leaves
open what ‘law’ means. Does it only refer to ‘law in the books’ or also ‘law in action’? Does
legal continuity only include continuity of the positive law or also continuity of legal culture?
Answering these questions determines how deeply engrained in the UK legal system EU law
and legal culture will remain after Brexit.
In order to determine the depth of legal continuity that is intended by the EUWA, it is helpful
to distinguish between multiple levels of law. Law is not limited to positive law. K. Tuori’s
theory on the multi-layered structure of law distinguishes between three levels: the surface
level, mainly formed by legislation and case law; the middle level, formed by legal culture; and
the deep structure of law, formed by fundamental principles underlying the legal culture such
as human rights and the rule of law. 20 Tuori himself notes that it is less important how many
levels of law one identifies or how one draws their boundaries as long as one perceives that
there is more to law than its visible surface level. 21 Other scholars do not distinguish between
two sub-surface levels of law, but differentiate between positive law and legal culture,
employing a wide definition of legal culture or distinguishing between different levels of legal
culture. 22 What is important is that all levels of law are in constant interaction. The legal culture
and the deep structure of the law create preconditions for and impose limitations on the material
at the surface level. 23 The subsurface levels of law inform the interpretation of legislation. This
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means for the purposes of this article that EU legislation may operate differently in its
domesticated version in the UK post-Brexit unless (a) the subsurface levels of EU law are also
retained or (b) the legal cultures in the EU legal order and in the post-exit UK legal order are
already sufficiently similar. Retained EU legislation may be reconstructed anew after exit day
and its meaning may be transformed if neither of these two requirements is satisfied. This
insight is confirmed by the literature on legal transplants. 24 Simply transplanting legislation
from a foreign legal order into the domestic legal order does not in itself guarantee the same
operation of the transplanted legal norms. The underlying reason is that the transplanted
legislation may interact with the recipient legal culture in other ways than it does with the origin
legal culture due to differences in legal culture in the two jurisdictions. 25
Against this theoretical background, it is clear that the EUWA ensures legal continuity at the
surface level, the level of positive law. Since the EUWA aims to provide a functioning statute
book by avoiding gaps on the statute book after Brexit, 26 legal continuity first and foremost
means legal continuity of legislation applicable in the UK. The EUWA achieves this goal by
converting EU law and preserving EU-derived domestic law. The Act also retains existing
domestic and EU case law. The Act thus intends to reach ‘continuity in how that law [retained
EU law] is interpreted before and after exit day’. 27 This is a second strand of legal continuity.
This strand is strengthened by the EUWA’s decision to effectively retain the binding status of
pre-exit CJEU judgments. If this second strand were limited to the retention of case law, legal
continuity would remain at the surface level of law. In the White Paper leading to the EUWA,
however, the government stated that it intends to accomplish ‘maximum possible certainty as
we leave the EU’, which includes maximum legal certainty about the interpretation of retained
EU law. 28 This indicates that the EUWA’s purpose to achieve legal continuity goes deeper than
law’s surface level. Retaining case law is a necessary but not a sufficient means to ensure legal
continuity of statutory interpretation. The reason for this is that multiple factors like legal
24
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methodology, style of legal reasoning, general principles of law and evaluative arguments
inform the interpretation of retained EU law that was not interpreted by domestic or EU courts
before exit day. Maximum certainty in statutory interpretation, which includes the element of
predictability of judicial decision-making, can only be attained if these factors are retained as
well or if they are sufficiently similar in the EU legal order and the post-exit UK legal order.
These factors belong to the sub-surface levels of law, to legal culture. Even though the term
legal culture is used with a variety of meanings in scholarship, 29 there is sufficiently wide
agreement that legal culture includes legal methodology, style of legal reasoning and values. 30
This article uses the term legal culture to refer to the aggregation of these elements.
What is evident from s. 6(3) EUWA is that retained general principles of EU law influence the
interpretation of retained EU law. Unwritten general principles of law express core values of
an area of law or the legal system as a whole. 31 They are an element of legal culture. 32 This
means that the EUWA domesticates an element of EU legal culture, which will become part of
British legal culture post-Brexit. I will explore in the next section of this article to what extent
the EUWA ensures legal continuity of statutory interpretation with regards to legal
methodology, style of legal reasoning and evaluative arguments. This will determine the depth
of legal continuity that is achieved by the EUWA and to what extent EU legal culture is
domesticated.
4

DOMESTICATION OF THE CJEU’S TELEOLOGICAL APPROACH?

When a domestic court interprets retained EU law, the first question that arises is which
methods of statutory interpretation it must apply: EU or domestic methods? The explanatory
notes to the 2018 Act clarify that a domestic court shall take a purposive approach to
interpretation where the meaning of retained EU law is unclear. Importantly, this purposive
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approach refers to the judicial reasoning employed by the CJEU. 33 This is because ‘retained
EU case law’ is not limited to specific interpretations of specific EU provisions by EU courts.
Instead, pre-exit CJEU judgments laying down interpretative rules and principles for EU law
are also capable of falling under this category. 34 Hence, s. 6(3) creates legal continuity of
statutory interpretation by incorporating EU interpretative rules and principles into domestic
law. The provision thus retains another element of EU legal culture. It follows that the claim
that retained EU law has to be interpreted in a vacuum as if it were mere letters on a page does
not convince. 35 After exit day, a domestic court must determine the meaning of unmodified
retained direct EU legislation and rights retained under s. 4 by employing interpretative maxims
laid down in CJEU case law. 36 For example, the CJEU interpreted an EU Regulation in
Sturgeon and held that the operative part of an EU act has to be interpreted in the light of the
act’s recitals. 37 After exit day, Sturgeon relates to any retained direct EU-legislation in the form
of an EU regulation. Section 3 confirms this finding as it does not only convert the text of direct
EU legislation but also its recitals. The recitals will continue to influence the interpretation of
the legal rule post-exit in the same way as before exit day. 38 Another example illustrating that
the EUWA does not intend to create a clear break with EU legal methods is s. 3(4), which is
the only explicit legislative deviation in the EUWA from EU interpretative rules and principles.
The provision clarifies that the EUWA only domesticates the English language version of direct
EU legislation. Yet, this ‘does not affect the use of the other language versions’ when
discerning the meaning of retained direct EU legislation. 39 Two readings of s. 3(4) are possible:
Either the provision does not divert from a national court’s obligation under EU legal methods
to use other language versions as an aid to interpretation. 40 Or, as indicated by the explanatory
notes, a domestic court may use other language versions for the purposes of interpreting

33

Cf. EUWA, Explanatory notes, para 111. For an overview of the methods of statutory interpretation employed by the CJEU, see G. Beck,
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retained direct EU legislation. 41 Even if this second reading is adopted, I propose that a
domestic court should generally consider other language versions as an aid to interpretation in
order to ensure maximum certainty in how retained EU law is interpreted before and after exit
day.
I will analyse in the following whether s. 6(3) achieves a deep level of legal continuity of
statutory interpretation by domesticating the CJEU’s teleological approach one-to-one with
regard to the interpretation of retained direct EU legislation and rights retained under s. 4. The
CJEU’s teleological approach goes beyond specific interpretative rules and principles laid
down in the court’s case law. It is an amalgam of elements of legal methodology, style of legal
reasoning, EU values and ideology. Importantly, it deviates from the conventional British
purposive approach to statutory interpretation. 42 Whereas the current British purposive
approach is predominantly guided by the purpose of the provision under consideration in the
particular context of the statute, the CJEU’s teleological approach can be characterized by the
frequent recourse to ‘meta-teleological’ arguments and ‘meta-purposes’ of the EU legal order
as a whole like the spirit of the Treaties, the system of the Treaty, the effectiveness of EU law,
the ever closer Union or the uniformity of EU law. 43 The CJEU does not approach EU law
from a particular national legal mindset, but with a communautaire ethos. 44 The issue that arises
after exit day is whether the EUWA ensures continuity of these elements, i.e. the metateleological arguments, meta-purposes and the communautaire ethos, of the CJEU’s
teleological approach. This issue may become a major point of contestation in British courts as
the text of the EUWA does not provide a clear answer and as there are valid arguments on
either side.
One reason why British courts may interpret retained EU law after exit day in the light of EU
meta-teleological arguments and meta-purposes such as the ‘spirit of the Treaties’, the

41
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uniformity of EU law in the Member States or the autonomous interpretation of EU law 45 is
that these meta-principles are ‘principles laid down by … the European Court’. 46 They are part
of retained EU case law. Furthermore, not adopting the CJEU’s teleological approach one-toone risks an incoherent interpretation of retained EU law as the following example shows. A
pre-exit interpretation of a provision a in retained direct EU legislation by the CJEU binds
domestic courts other than the Supreme Court and the High Court of Justiciary. Let us assume
that pre-exit case law determining the meaning of a neighbouring provision b in the same piece
of legislation does not exist. If this provision b were construed based on a different legal
methodology and if the same words appeared in both provisions but were given an autonomous
meaning in provision a and a non-autonomous meaning in provision b, the interpretation of
retained EU law would become a highly complex and fragmented exercise.
Despite these arguments, it is submitted that s. 6(3) EUWA should not be read as incorporating
the CJEU’s teleological approach one-to-one. Whether adopting this approach one-to-one is
possible may be doubted since national judges in domestic courts cannot simply ‘turn off’ their
deeply ingrained and unconsciously functioning domestic legal culture when applying retained
EU law. 47 Even if this possibility is not categorically excluded, it must be taken into account
that the Treaties as such, the ever closer Union (art. 1 TEU) and the values and objectives of
the EU legal order as enshrined in art. 2 and 3 TEU are not domesticated. Since the CJEU
developed its teleological approach within this framework set by the Treaties, which is not
retained, it appears impossible to integrate this approach one-to-one into a different cultural
context with different values and objectives. The different cultural context refers to post-exit
British legal culture in which EU law is no longer a source of domestic law due to the repeal
of the ECA by s. 1 EUWA. 48 Another decisive argument is that the communautaire ethos and
the meta-principles of the EU legal order are situated at a deep level of legal culture. They can
be characterized as elements of an EU ideology. 49 Retaining these elements would mean that
elements alien to the British purposive approach would be internalised after Brexit with the

45
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effect that fundamental legal change were to occur at a deep level of British legal culture. Even
though legal culture is subject to alteration and legal transplants can occur at the level of legal
culture, 50 changing legal culture is a slower and more difficult process than changing law at its
surface level. 51 The deeper down the levels of law or legal culture one descends, the less
malleable and the more resistant to change the law becomes. 52 One may thus expect a high
level of resistance by British judges to adopting these elements of the CJEU’s teleological
approach when interpreting retained EU law. Construing retained EU law with an EU mindset
and with the goal that this law is applied uniformly throughout the EU seems strange after
leaving the EU. It also remains to be seen whether British nationalism paired with anti-EU
undertones, as opposed to an EU ideology, will develop and grow post-Brexit and influence
the interpretation of retained EU law. Given that the EUWA does not explicitly domesticate
the CJEU’s teleological approach one-to-one, it appears unlikely that domestic courts will read
s. 6(3) in this way. 53 One consequence of this viewpoint is that the EUWA gives rise to a new
methodology for the interpretation of retained direct EU legislation and rights retained under
s. 4. This methodology can be characterized as a hybrid as it combines elements of (retained)
EU and domestic legal methods. It is neither identical with existing domestic legal methods
nor with EU legal methods. It also has the potential to create legal uncertainty after exit day,
similar to the uncertainty that existed before the interpretation of section 2(4) ECA and section
3(1) Human Rights Act 1998 (HRA) became settled case law in the Supreme Court.
The construction of s. 6(3) EUWA will also be informed by and interrelate with how domestic
courts will understand s. 6(2). Section 6(2) stipulates that a domestic court ‘may have regard
to anything done on or after exit day by the European Court […] so far as it is relevant to any
matter before the court’. This provision will become particularly significant where post-exit
CJEU case law concerns a previously undetermined question of EU law that is retained by the
EUWA. The question to what extent a court can have regard to post-exit CJEU case law is
largely left open by s. 6(2) and thus falls within the domain of the courts. 54 The Supreme
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Court’s difficulties 55 in determining what ‘take into account’ means in section 2(1) HRA show
that section 6(2) EUWA transfers a significant policy choice to the judges. Importantly, s. 6(2)
is not modelled on s. 2(1) HRA. If s. 6(3) EUWA is understood as not domesticating the
CJEU’s teleological approach one-to-one, then limitations arise for the degree of persuasive
authority that can be derived from post-exit CJEU case law for the interpretation of unmodified
retained EU law. That is because different interpretative approaches for EU law in the EU legal
order and for retained EU law in the UK legal order may lead to different interpretative
outcomes even if the statutory texts of the provisions are the same. Even though this reasoning
does not lead to only one plausible interpretation of s. 6(2), it excludes certain readings of the
provision. For example, it would neither be justified to read s. 6(2) as incorporating a strong
mirror-principle nor as incorporating a powerful presumption that clear and relevant post-exit
CJEU jurisprudence is to be followed when construing unmodified retained EU law.
To conclude, hidden behind the term ‘retained EU case law’ lies the legislative choice to
domesticate EU interpretative rules and principles. The EUWA thus incorporates elements of
EU legal culture after Brexit. A consequence of this choice is an increased Europeanization of
domestic legal methodology and domestic legal culture after exit day: an irony of Brexit. Even
though the EUWA’s strong theme of legal continuity extends to the subsurface level of law,
the Act falls short of providing full legal continuity of statutory interpretation after exit day
since not all of the culture-specifics of the origin legal order (EU) are retained. Neither is the
CJEU’s teleological approach domesticated one-to-one, nor is EU legal culture incorporated
wholesale.
5

SUPREMACY OF RETAINED EU LAW AND THE DUTY OF EU-CONFORMING
INTERPRETATION

In this section, I will demonstrate that Parliament’s decision to retain the principle of the
supremacy of EU law creates legal continuity for the duty of EU-conforming interpretation in
relation to pre-exit domestic legislation. Domestic law has to be interpreted as far as possible
in conformity with EU law. This duty of EU-conforming interpretation is very wide and not
restricted to the case of EU directives: ‘all national law must be interpreted in accordance with

55
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all EU law’. 56 Section 5(2) domesticates this interpretative duty by stipulating that the
‘principle of the supremacy of EU law continues to apply so far as relevant to the interpretation,
disapplication or quashing’ of pre-exit domestic legislation, 57 but not post-exit domestic
legislation. 58 The explanatory notes to the EUWA explicitly state that s. 5(2) ‘preserves this
duty [EU-conforming interpretation] in relation to domestic legislation passed or made before
exit.’ 59 What is important to realize is that the term ‘supremacy of EU law’ in s. 5(2) does not
govern the relationship between UK law and EU law, but the relationship between retained EU
law and pre-exit domestic legislation. 60 Therefore, the term ‘interpretation’ in s. 5(2) has to be
read as follows: unmodified 61 pre-exit domestic law must be interpreted as far as possible in
conformity with EU law that is retained under s. 3 or 4,62 even if the retained EU law is
modified on or after exit day. 63
A contentious question that arises from s. 5(2) is whether the provision domesticates the
controversial CJEU case law that non-implementing domestic legislation can fall ‘within the
scope of EU law’ and is thus subject to being interpreted as far as possible in conformity with
general principles of EU law. For example, general principles of EU law are applicable when
national legislation derogates from EU requirements on grounds provided by Union law. 64 That
retained general principles of EU law remain relevant for the interpretation of retained EU law
is clear from the text of s. 6(3). 65 What is not discernible from the text of s. 5(2) is whether
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retained general principles of EU law are relevant for the construction of pre-exit, nonimplementing domestic legislation. It is submitted here that pre-exit domestic law has to be
interpreted as far as possible in conformity with retained general principles of EU law if the
pre-exit law falls (a) within the scope of EU law that is retained under s. 3 or 4 or (b) within
the scope of an EU directive that was applicable before exit day. 66 This reading of s. 5(2)
requires a wide construction of the word ‘relate’ in the definition of ‘retained general principles
of EU law’ in s. 6(7). Some scholars have rejected this reading of s. 5(2); 67 others have rejected
the view that the EUWA domesticates the notion of ‘acting within the scope of EU law’. 68 Both
views do not convince. My reading of the provision is in harmony with the general purpose of
the 2018 Act to provide legal continuity of statutory interpretation after exit day. Furthermore,
the explanatory notes of the 2018 Act state that EU general principles apply to national
legislation that falls ‘within the scope of EU law’. 69 The explanatory notes do not indicate that
any CJEU case law on the scope of application of general principles shall be excluded.
6

THE POWERFUL MARLEASING OBLIGATION REMAINS

Another illustration of the EUWA’s strong theme of legal continuity relates to the powerful
Marleasing obligation. The EUWA retains this interpretative duty, but splits it into two strands.
I will first discuss the domesticated Marleasing obligation in relation to pre-exit domestic law
(s. 5(2)) and then in relation to EU-derived domestic legislation (s. 6(3)). The obligation does
not apply to post-exit domestic law. I will demonstrate that the Marleasing obligation will
continue to link directly to EU law after exit day even though this direct link is not visible on
the face of the EUWA. This is certainly a surprising and ironic outcome as it contradicts the
idea that Brexit creates a break from EU law. Yet, this outcome is necessitated by Parliament’s
decision not to domesticate (rights in) directives themselves outside the narrow scope of s.
4(2)(b) EUWA. This decision creates complex interpretative problems for the Marleasing
obligation as I will show in the following.
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Domestic courts are required to interpret all national legislation within the scope of application
of a directive as far as possible in conformity with the requirements of the directive. 70 The
explanatory notes to the EUWA explicitly state that s. 5(2) preserves this so-called Marleasing
obligation. 71 Since s. 5(1)-(3) govern the relationship between retained EU law and pre-exit
domestic legislation, EU-derived domestic legislation is not pre-exit legislation for the
purposes of s. 5(2) even though it is legislation made before exit day. S. 5(2) appears to mean
that pre-exit domestic legislation has to be interpreted in conformity with EU-derived domestic
legislation. This reading of s. 5(2) has indeed been suggested in the literature. 72 It is not
convincing, however, because an equivalent duty does not exist before exit day in either EU or
UK law. Non-implementing provisions that fall within the scope of application of a directive
have to be interpreted in the light of the directive, but not in the light of domestic implementing
legislation. An incorrect implementation of the directive into domestic law would be
perpetuated post-exit if (a) a domestic court is unable to construe the implementing legislation,
which becomes EU-derived domestic legislation post-exit, in conformity with the underlying
EU directive and (b) other, non-implementing pre-exit domestic legislation has to be
interpreted in conformity with this EU-derived domestic legislation rather than with the
directive itself. Such an outcome is not intended by the EUWA. What is intended, I suggest, is
that unmodified pre-exit domestic law that fell within the scope of application of a directive
before exit day has to be interpreted in conformity with the requirements of the directive after
exit day. This reading of s. 5(2) achieves legal continuity of statutory interpretation. The
Marleasing obligation in s. 5(2) is modified compared to its pre-exit EU equivalent as it only
refers to pre-exit interpretations of directives by the CJEU. This is the effect of s. 6(1). 73
This proposed reading of s. 5(2) is in harmony with the explanatory notes. It is also covered by
the wording of s. 5(2) due to the vague term ‘the principle of the supremacy of EU law’. The
proposed reading of the provision breaks with the contextual argument that the provision and
‘the principle of the supremacy of EU law’ otherwise govern the relationship between retained
EU law and pre-exit domestic legislation. However, this contextual argument lacks weight for
two reasons. First, since the EUWA does not domesticate EU directives themselves and does
not specifically govern the Marleasing obligation in its wording, a neat solution is simply not

70
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possible. Second, EU-derived domestic legislation does not benefit from the supremacy of EU
law proper as it was domestic legislation before exit day and hence cannot be relied on to
disapply inconsistent pre-exit domestic legislation. 74 This shows that a fragmented reading of
‘the principle of the supremacy of EU law’ in s. 5(2) is possible and intended, which is also
supported by the statutory words ‘so far as relevant’.
Whereas s. 5(2) concerns the interpretation of pre-exit domestic legislation, s. 6(3) governs the
interpretation of retained EU law. 75 That is why s. 6(3) domesticates the Marleasing obligation
in relation to EU-derived domestic legislation. A vexed issue arises in relation to CJEU case
law interpreting directives. Retained EU case law refers to pre-exit CJEU judgments that postexit ‘relate to anything to which section 2, 3 or 4 applies’. 76 Section 2 applies to legislation that
was domestic legislation before exit day rather than to EU directives themselves. It is therefore
possible to argue that CJEU case law interpreting a directive does not relate to anything to
which s. 2 applies because the CJEU has no competence to interpret national legislation. In
other words, the term ‘retained EU case law’ in s. 6(7) does not incorporate CJEU case law
construing directives if the interpretation of EU-derived domestic legislation is at issue.
Domestic courts would not be bound by this CJEU case law. This reading of the provision
creates an unjustified inconsistency in the legislative scheme. If a right enshrined in a directive
is retained via s. 4, a CJEU decision interpreting a provision in a directive is retained EU case
law. Furthermore, the differential treatment of the binding effect of CJEU case law in relation
to EU directives compared to EU regulations or Treaty rights is unlikely to be intended by the
2018 Act. I suggest that the inconsistency in the legislation can be avoided if a wide reading of
‘relate to’ in s. 6(7) is adopted for the definition of retained EU case law. This means that CJEU
decisions interpreting provisions in directives ‘relate to’ s. 2 when a domestic court construes
EU-derived domestic legislation. It follows that unmodified EU-derived domestic legislation
that implements a directive into domestic law has to be interpreted as far as possible ‘in
accordance with’ pre-exit CJEU case law construing the directive under s. 6(3). Even if there
is no relevant pre-exit EU case law interpreting the directive, unmodified EU-derived domestic
legislation has to be construed as far as possible in conformity with the EU directive that was
applicable before exit day. That is because the Marleasing obligation itself is retained EU case
74
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law. It ‘relate[s] to’77 EU-derived domestic legislation as it governs how national implementing
legislation has to be interpreted. This proposed reading of s. 6(3), (7) achieves legal continuity
of statutory interpretation as it mirrors the pre-exit situation.
It is important to note in this context that EU-derived domestic legislation is construed based
on domestic methods of interpretation. 78 British judges have in the past used the Marleasing
obligation to go beyond ordinary, conventional canons of statutory interpretation by reading
in, out or down of words in legislation. 79 Should British courts continue to apply the retained
interpretative obligation in the same powerful way as before exit day? It is submitted that they
should. First, pre-exit domestic case law laying down interpretative maxims for the Marleasing
obligation is retained domestic case law. Second, legal continuity is preserved because pre-exit
legislation that has been interpreted prior to exit day by means of judicial law-making in
domestic courts does not have to be re-interpreted post-exit according to different interpretative
maxims. Third, modifications of the doctrine of parliamentary sovereignty motivated Lord
Oliver in Pickstone to depart from a number of well-established conventional canons of
construction under the Marleasing obligation. These modifications of the doctrine were
triggered by the supremacy of EU law. These modifications will not disappear after exit day as
the EUWA domesticates the principle of the supremacy of EU law. 80 Fourth, the explanatory
notes mention the phrase ‘as far as possible’ in relation to the Marleasing obligation, indicating
that courts should continue to apply the same interpretative methods, limits and techniques
after exit day. 81
One consequence of the interpretation of s. 5(2) and s. 6(3) adopted here is that domestic courts
will continue to interpret EU law (directives) based on EU legal methods after exit day. Lady
Hale has revealed that when the Supreme Court interprets implementing legislation, ‘our
practice has been to go straight to the Directive and ask what it, rather than the Regulations
[UK regulations implementing an EU directive], means.’ 82 She has also asked whether this
practice can continue to apply after exit day if existing UK regulations imperfectly implement
77
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an EU directive. Based on the above analysis of s. 6(3), this question can be answered in the
affirmative, at least when the relevant EU-derived domestic legislation remains unmodified.
7

THE HIGH SIGNIFICANCE OF THE CHARTER OF FUNDAMENTAL RIGHTS OF
THE EUROPEAN UNION

This section of the article deals with a deliberate element of legal discontinuity in the EUWA.
Section 5(4) does not retain the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union (the
Charter). What is far less clear, and what has often been misunderstood in the literature so far, 83
is the remaining role of the Charter for statutory interpretation post-exit. I will demonstrate that
the apparent break with EU law is deceptive. Legal continuity as a key theme of the EUWA
has a further reach than is visible on the surface of the Act. I will evidence in this section that
the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union will remain highly relevant for
statutory interpretation after exit day. After all the intense political debate about the decision
not to retain the Charter, this finding is certainly ironic.
It is settled CJEU case law that secondary and tertiary EU legislation as well as domestic
legislation within the scope of EU law have to be interpreted as far as possible in conformity
with the Charter. 84 Since the EUWA does not domesticate the Charter, it follows that the
EUWA does not domesticate the duty of Charter-conforming interpretation. This element of
legal discontinuity in the EUWA is, however, mitigated by other provisions. Even though the
interpretative principle itself is not retained case law due to s. 5(4), pre-exit domestic and CJEU
case law construing domestic or EU legislation in conformity with the Charter will become
retained case law after exit day. 85 This case law relates to EU law that is retained under s. 2, 3
or 4, which is why its retention is unaffected by s. 5(4). Unmodified retained EU law has to be
interpreted in accordance with this case law. 86 Legal continuity of statutory interpretation is
achieved. Contrary to what has been suggested in the literature, 87 the EUWA does not take the
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Charter out of this case law, it does not try to remove an egg from an omelette, and there is no
need for this. This is also clarified by para 39(2) of Schedule 8 to the EUWA.
This result is not put into question by s. 5(5). First, the provision clarifies that fundamental
rights 88 which exist irrespective of the Charter in EU law before exit day, for example in the
form of general principles of EU law, 89 are domesticated as provided for in the EUWA. Second,
s. 5(5) adds in brackets that references to the Charter in any case law are ‘so far as necessary
for this purpose, to be read as if they were references to any corresponding retained
fundamental rights or principles’. The phrase ‘this purpose’ in the provision refers to the
purpose of retaining fundamental rights in domestic law. Hence, the provision impacts on the
meaning and ambit of retained fundamental rights that exist irrespective of the Charter and
correspond with Charter rights. Does s. 5(5) create the irrefutable fiction that a corresponding
fundamental right exists elsewhere in retained EU law, or does it have the effect of creating
such a corresponding right? Contrary to one alternative explanation, 90 my position is that it
does not. That is because the provision only applies for the purpose of retaining fundamental
rights which exist in accordance with the EUWA. 91 Furthermore, Schedule 1, para 2 to the
EUWA clarifies that a general principle of EU law is only retained if it was recognized as such
by the European Court before exit day. 92 I therefore propose that s. 5(5) distinguishes between
(a) the existence of a corresponding fundamental right and (b) its meaning and ambit, which
relates to the extent of the right’s retention in domestic law. Section 5(5) only applies to (b).
That leaves to a court the task to identify a fundamental right in retained EU law that
corresponds to a Charter right. 93 The fundamental rights are those that already existed in EU
law and that underlie and are reaffirmed in the Charter. 94 The term ‘corresponding’ in s. 5(5)
thus refers to these underlying fundamental rights. Nonetheless, it is not an easy task to identify
an underlying retained fundamental right because Charter rights as interpreted by the CJEU do
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not always mirror but can provide a higher level of protection than rights provided elsewhere
in the EU acquis. 95 It follows that a narrow reading of the term ‘corresponding’ in s. 5(5) has
the potential to reduce the level of substantive fundamental rights protection in the UK postexit. 96 Alternatively, s. 5(5) also has the potential to significantly limit the impact of the nonretention of the Charter on substantive rights protection post-exit if domestic courts would
always be able to identify a corresponding retained fundamental right. 97 The word
‘corresponding’ in s. 5(5) thus incorporates an important policy choice, which is delegated to
the courts. I propose that British courts should apply a strong presumption that a corresponding
fundamental right exists elsewhere in retained EU law. My reading of the word ‘corresponding’
is in harmony with the general purpose of the 2018 Act to achieve legal continuity. The key
reason supporting this presumption can be found in statements in the explanatory notes to the
2018 Act, which assume that a ‘corresponding’ fundamental right exists elsewhere in the EU
acquis. The ‘Charter did not create new rights, but rather reaffirmed rights and principles which
already existed in EU law. […] [T]hose underlying rights and principles will also be converted
into UK law’. 98 The presumption applies to the question of whether or not a corresponding
fundamental right exists. It does not apply to the question of whether the meaning and scope of
the underlying fundamental right is the same as the Charter right. Once a court establishes
correspondence, it follows automatically from s. 5(5) that the ambit and meaning of the retained
fundamental right must be understood in the same way as the Charter right has been interpreted
in pre-exit case law. It is submitted that this is an irrefutable fiction (‘as if’) as opposed to a
rebuttable presumption or a kind of conforming interpretation. This fiction illustrates the strong
theme of legal continuity in the EUWA.
So far, I have elucidated the effect of s. 5(5) on retained fundamental rights. What is not visible
on the face of the provision is that it also affects the interpretation of legislation in conformity
with corresponding retained fundamental rights if such an interpretative duty exists under the
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EUWA. Such a duty exists if a corresponding retained fundamental right is enshrined in a
retained general principle of EU law or a Treaty right that is retained under s. 4. 99 It follows
that the impact of not retaining the duty of Charter-conforming interpretation is limited. There
are two caveats: First, a court must establish correspondence between a Charter right and a
retained fundamental right. Second, legal discontinuity partly100 prevails if the Charter right
corresponds to a right retained in direct EU legislation or EU-derived domestic legislation. The
reason for the second caveat is that s. 5(5) does not establish an interpretative duty that a court
must construe other retained EU law as far as possible in accordance with corresponding
retained fundamental rights. 101 Even though the contrary view seems to be envisaged by the
government, 102 the government’s view is not convincing. For example, a corresponding
retained fundamental right can be provided for in EU-derived domestic legislation. 103 Is there
an interpretative obligation to construe retained direct EU legislation in conformity with this
right? No, there is not. Legislative acts in the form of directives and regulations occupy the
same tier in the hierarchy of norms, which is why EU law does not know a duty to interpret
regulations as far as possible in the light of rights enshrined in directives. 104 That is why the
wording of s. 5(5) is silent about such an interpretative duty.
The complexity of s. 5(5) can be illustrated by the CJEU’s Egenberger judgment, in which the
Court interpreted art. 4(2) of the Equal Treatment Directive 2000/78/EC in conformity with
art. 47 Charter. 105 This judgment will become retained case law after exit day. It relates to EUderived domestic legislation, namely reg. 7 of the Employment Equality (Religion or Belief)
Regulations 2003, and this provision has to be interpreted in accordance with Egenberger.106
Article 47 Charter lays down the right of individuals to effective judicial protection of their
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rights under EU law, which is itself a general principle of EU law. 107 This is a clear case where
the retained fundamental right as a general principle corresponds, in the sense of s. 5(5) EUWA,
to Art. 47 Charter. 108 It follows that the CJEU’s interpretation of art. 47 Charter determines the
meaning and ambit of the retained general principle of EU law. References to art. 47 Charter
in Egenberger are to be read ‘as if’ they referred to the corresponding retained general principle
of EU law that individuals have a right to effective judicial protection of their rights under
retained EU law. The CJEU’s Egenberger judgment is also relevant for the duty to interpret
unmodified retained EU law in accordance with retained general principles of EU law. 109 This
does not matter in practice for a post-exit interpretation of reg. 7 of the 2003 Regulations itself
as this provision has to be interpreted in accordance with Egenberger. It does matter, however,
when a court construes another provision of retained EU law, which was either not interpreted
by a court before exit day at all or not interpreted in conformity with the Charter before exit
day.
8

THE SHIFTING OF POWER FROM PARLIAMENT TO THE COURTS

This section of the article demonstrates that the EUWA’s new interpretative obligations have
significant consequences for the institutional and constitutional relationship between the courts
and Parliament. These consequences have not yet been spelled out in the literature. The article
disagrees with the claim 110 that the EUWA will profoundly restructure the current institutional
relationship between the judiciary and the legislature because courts will slowly lose their
power to disapply Acts of Parliament over time. I will show instead that below the surface of
the EUWA the theme of legal continuity strengthens current trends in constitutional law. I will
argue that the EUWA (a) has the potential to extend judicial powers to re-interpret and alter
the meaning of legislation, (b) has the potential to intensify instead of reverse the shifting of
power from the legislature to the judiciary and (c) increases the courts’ institutional position as
policy innovators.
When assessing the impact of the EUWA on constitutional law, it is apt to go back to the ECA.
The ECA has significantly enhanced the institutional powers of the courts vis-à-vis the
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legislature. 111 It has enabled domestic courts to disapply Acts of Parliament and to interpret
domestic law as far as possible in conformity with EU law. Even though the EUWA repeals
the ECA on exit day, it does not eliminate these two features of EU law. Instead, it retains them
in modified form, but only in relation to pre-exit legislation in its s. 5(2). Pre-exit legislation
will disappear or become less relevant with the passing of time, and so will these two features
of the EUWA. The speed with which the courts’ powers will wane depends on two things:
First, it depends on whether pre-exit domestic legislation is repealed and replaced with new
legislation or modified after exit day, since modified pre-exit legislation does not lose its preexit status. 112 Second, it depends on how courts will interpret s. 5(3). The provision stipulates
that the domesticated principle of the supremacy of EU law continues to apply to the modified
part of pre-exit legislation only if this is ‘consistent with the intention of the modification’.
Despite the slow demise of the domesticated principle of the supremacy of EU law, it would
be superficial to understand the constitutional ramifications of the EUWA as a sign of
discontinuity. The ECA may have been the key trigger for judicial efforts to develop a common
law constitution and for the modern self-confidence developed by the judiciary, 113 but the
repeal of the ECA will not reverse and is unlikely to slow down this development. The UK
constitution will not return to its pre-ECA status and an orthodox understanding of the doctrine
of parliamentary sovereignty. Cracks have appeared in the façade of the doctrine of
parliamentary sovereignty since the second half of the 20th century. 114 These cracks were not
only caused by judges disapplying Acts of Parliaments but also by judges stretching what is
possible under the guise of statutory interpretation. The principle of legality, the Marleasing
obligation and s. 3(1) HRA come to mind. 115 Section 3(1) HRA and the Marleasing obligation
go well beyond conventional canons of statutory construction and are used in courts to reinterpret and alter the meaning of legislation. 116 Both interpretative obligations involve the
transfer of practical legislative power from Parliament to the judiciary. 117 The EUWA retains
this transfer of power between both branches of the state in its s. 6(3) as the strong Marleasing
obligation will continue to apply to EU-derived domestic legislation. EU-derived domestic
111
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legislation will remain a highly significant part of domestic law for a long time to come due to
its sheer volume. This creates a significant role for the Marleasing obligation post-Brexit.
Litigation is likely to unearth interpretative problems, which will not have been prevented by
amendment or repeal of EU-derived domestic legislation, in the statutory regime a long time
after Brexit.118
Even outside the retained Marleasing obligation, it is argued here that the EUWA has the
potential to intensify rather than reverse the shifting of power from the legislature to the
judiciary. Even though s. 6(3) EUWA does not domesticate the CJEU’s teleological approach
one-to-one, the provision does not bar domestic courts from adopting certain elements of this
interpretative approach in order to ensure a deep level of legal continuity of statutory
interpretation after exit day. S. 6(3) does not oblige domestic courts to combine specific
retained EU interpretative rules and principles with the conventional British purposive
approach when discerning the meaning of retained EU law. This leads to the question whether
domestic courts will adopt the CJEU’s liberal approach to judicial law-making, which is an
element of the CJEU’s teleological approach, when interpreting retained direct EU legislation
and rights retained under s. 4. The answer to this question is significant for the constitutional
relationship between the courts and Parliament after Brexit because conventional British and
EU methods of interpretation are different in the extent to which they allow judicial lawmaking. Based on EU methods, the CJEU has developed legal doctrines outside the written
law and has engaged in statutory interpretation that restricts or extends the scope of application
of a provision beyond or even against the possible semantic meanings of the statutory
language. 119 The CJEU has overcome legislative inertia in the past through judicial lawmaking. 120 Under current British conventional canons of construction as applied in courts,
however, a general power to fill in gaps in legislation does not exist and a strained construction
is permitted only in comparatively rare cases. 121 Whereas this British judicial practice is
118
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characterized by a reluctance to read in additional words into a statute, 122 no such reluctance
exists under EU methods of interpretation, where the different language versions of a statute
can diverge. What is more, the original intent of the founders of the Treaties or the actual
intention of the enacting EU legislature do not seem to be an unsurmountable outer limit of
statutory interpretation for the CJEU. 123 As it appears from CJEU case law, 124 interpretations
that depart from the intention of the enacting legislature are not necessarily unconstitutional
and do not necessarily exceed the judicial function of the CJEU under art. 19(1) TEU. That is
different when a British court employs ordinary, conventional canons of construction since a
judicial interpretation of legislation must be reconcilable with and cannot depart from the
intention of the enacting Parliament. 125 The reason for this is that a British court is bound by
the intention of the enacting Parliament under the doctrine of parliamentary sovereignty. 126
Due to these differences in the EU and UK legal order, one may be inclined to predict that
domestic courts will not adopt the CJEU’s liberal approach to judicial law-making when
construing retained EU law. The limits of judicial law-making demarcate the border between
permissible statutory interpretation and impermissible judicial amendment of legislation. These
limits impact on the separation of powers and are of fundamental constitutional importance.
They are situated at a deep level of legal culture. 127 British judges may thus show a high level
of resistance to domesticating the CJEU’s judicial law-making function. It may be countered
against this viewpoint that the CJEU’s judicial law-making function is not necessarily
incompatible with the fragmented doctrine of parliamentary sovereignty as currently
understood and operated in British courts. The doctrine can and has evolved over time. 128
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British courts have in the past used the Marleasing obligation and s. 3(1) HRA to depart from
the intention of the enacting Parliament. 129 Domestic courts would also not be obliged to accept
other elements of the CJEU’s teleological approach like the communautaire ethos or metaprinciples of the EU legal order. Furthermore, adopting the CJEU’s approach to judicial lawmaking would allow courts to effectively deal with deficiencies in retained EU law that will
not have been prevented, remedied or mitigated by legislation due to legislative oversight. 130
Ultimately, it will be for the Supreme Court to advance a convincing interpretation of s. 6(3)
EUWA. The arguments presented here merely highlight that s. 6(3) has the potential to enhance
the institutional position of the courts vis-à-vis the legislature as their existing powers to reinterpret and to alter the meaning of legislation may be extended to retained direct EU
legislation and rights retained under s. 4 EUWA after exit day. If the Supreme Court were to
adopt the CJEU’s liberal approach to judicial law-making, it would create further cracks in the
façade of the doctrine of parliamentary sovereignty and continue the doctrine’s evolution. This
would not only achieve a deep level of legal continuity for statutory interpretation but also a
deep level of legal continuity at the constitutional level.
Another constitutional ramification of the EUWA is that it increases the courts’ institutional
position as policy innovators. The Act delegates significant policy choices to the judiciary. For
example, in s. 5(5) contested questions about the extent of human rights protection after exit
day are handed over to the judiciary. This is ironic given the political criticism that judicial
interpretations of Convention rights protected under the HRA have received in the past, which
has created calls to decide contested questions about the extent of human rights protection in
Parliament rather than in the courts. 131 In s. 6(2), domestic courts are given the power to
determine what weight is attached to post-exit CJEU case law. In s. 6(3), the question to what
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extent the EUWA domesticates the CJEU’s teleological approach is not clearly answered by
the Act itself and is ultimately left to the judiciary. In s. 6(6), the phrase ‘consistent with the
intention of the modifications’ leaves it to judges to determine whether modified retained EU
law is interpreted differently or according to the same standards as unmodified retained EU
law. 132 The vagueness inherent in these provisions is deliberate. It may be reduced but cannot
be fully resolved with tools of statutory interpretation. It is a delegation of law-making power
from Parliament to the courts.
Lord Neuberger ‘warned’ Parliament that the more policy decisions are delegated to the judges
under the EUWA, the more judges think that they have more and more of a policy role. 133 His
Lordship’s statement indicates that judicial attitudes towards judicial law-making and policymaking are likely to be strengthened after exit day. A. Young has argued that the UK
constitution is becoming more judicialized and that abstract and deductive judicial reasoning
from broad constitutional principles is growing in British courts. 134 The EUWA confirms this.
The 2018 Act creates legal continuity in the development towards legal constitutionalism. It is
the 2018 Parliament itself that advances the ‘partnership model’ 135 between the courts and the
legislature in constructing the ultimate meaning to be given to a statutory provision. Parliament
provides the legislative framework and the courts plug the gaps and iron out the creases. This
model carries the risk, however, that judges impose upon Parliament their view of what
Parliament ought to have meant with the statutory words under the pretext of ascertaining
presumed legislative intent.
9

CONCLUSION

There is no doubt that the EUWA’s new interpretative obligations will impact significantly on
statutory interpretation and the role of the courts in the United Kingdom after exit day. The
drafting of these new obligations contains gaps and is riddled with ambiguity and vagueness.
It has already been claimed that ‘exit from the EU necessarily leads to a period of prolonged
132
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uncertainty in the withdrawing country’ and ‘the UK has, perhaps, entered a decade of
uncertainty’. 136 The claim carries some truth as it was shown in this article that the EUWA
increases the level of complexity and uncertainty of statutory interpretation after exit day
compared to the pre-exit situation. One driver of uncertainty is that the EUWA does not
domesticate the CJEU’s teleological approach one-to-one, with the effect that the legal
methodology applicable to retained direct EU legislation and rights retained under s. 4 is in
need of clarification by the Supreme Court. The claim seems nonetheless exaggerated. I
showed in this article how the interpretative complexities in the EUWA should be disentangled.
My main argument was that the general purpose of the EUWA to achieve legal continuity
permeates the whole of the 2018 Act albeit falling short of ensuring full legal continuity of
statutory interpretation after exit day. I demonstrated how analysing the EUWA through the
lens of this general purpose leads to a coherent set of solutions to multiple unresolved
interpretative issues. This creates much-needed legal certainty. Two consequences of the
EUWA’s strong theme of legal continuity are that (a) the Act incorporates elements of EU legal
culture and (b) domestic law will remain considerably intertwined and aligned with EU law
after exit day. This generated a significant number of ironies of Brexit.
My investigation of the relationship between the courts and Parliament revealed the full
magnitude of the EUWA’s goal to achieve legal continuity. I showed that Brexit does not
profoundly restructure this relationship, which has been shaped by courts’ powers to disapply
Acts of Parliament and the strong Marleasing duty of interpretation. The EUWA has the
potential to strengthen rather than weaken the institutional and constitutional role of the courts.
The weakening of Parliament’s position in the constitutional landscape is not restricted to
Parliament’s relationship to the judiciary but also extends to its relationship to the executive.
The EUWA has already been extensively criticized for shifting legislative power from the
legislature to the executive. 137 An analysis of the EUWA’s impact on the relationship between
the courts and the legislature has so far been missing. My article fills this gap in the literature.
At a time when Parliament aims to take back control and when the Supreme Court arguably
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strengthened the role of Parliament in Miller, 138 it is certainly ironic that the EUWA acts as a
catalyst for the shifting of power from Parliament to the other two branches of the state.
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